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NEW PRODUCTS

Precise sawing to go.
CSC SYS 50 cordless table saw
The CSC SYS 50 cordless table saw is so compact that it fits into a Systainer. It also proves 
just as surprisingly versatile in use as tremendously convenient in its outer dimensions, 
with parallel cuts up to 280 mm, a cross cut width of up to 450 mm and angled cuts of -2° to 47°. 
Together with the UG-CSC-SYS underframe, you have the perfect worktable immediately on 
hand, and transport from the vehicle to the point of use thus succeeds effortlessly. In short: 
Precise sawing to go!

Uniquely compact. Extremely versatile.
So compact that it fits into a Systainer – you always 
have the CSC SYS 50 cordless table saw on hand, 
and will always achieve the quality you‘re used to 
from the workshop even when on the construction 
site. At the same time, it is impressively versatile, 
with parallel cuts up to 280 mm, a cross cut width  
of up to 450 mm and angled cuts of -2° to 47°.

    For more accessories and further information: 
festool.com/@577374
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As powerful as if connected to the mains.
Even for rip cuts in solid wood, you won‘t notice any difference 
compared with mains-powered machines. The 2 x18 V dual 
battery system in combination with the brushless EC-TEC 
motor will impress you with maximum power and torque.

Transport easily.
Work conveniently.
UG-CSC-SYS underframe

The UG-CSC-SYS underframe is ideally tailored to use with 
the CSC SYS 50 cordless table saw. You position the CSC SYS 50 
securely on the worktop via suitable holes – and raise it to  
an ergonomic working height of 90 cm. Especially for long 
workpieces, the „shovel“ of the underframe offers a secure 
contact surface for rip and cross cuts.

Precise cuts at the press of a button.
You can set the height and angle accurately to a tenth of  
a millimetre with unique digital operation – more exact than 
with any yardstick, with 100% repeat accuracy. Even the most 
demanding cuts will succeed with unprecedented precision 
with the robust stop system made up of a parallel side fence, 
angle stop and sliding table.

 More information: festool.com/@577001
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Compact suction power without a cable. 
Perfected for your cordless tools. 
CTC MINI/MIDI cordless compact dust extractors

No worries about tripping.
It doesn‘t get any more mobile than this: Compact design, 
low weight, cordless rather than mains-powered machine. 
Your partner for the day, no need for a socket.

Powerful dust extraction with battery.
Impressive suction power: Comparable power to your corded 
extractor thanks to the 36 V turbine with 2 x 18 V battery 
packs.

Dust-free cordless systems.
Our compact onsite extractors fit perfectly into the Festool  
18 V system. This ensures dust-free work for your cordless  
application. Additional benefit: More convenient and faster 
Bluetooth® autostart via a battery pack or remote control.*

*The Festool products with Bluetooth® technology are 
not available in all countries. Please contact your local 
dealer for further information.
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Mobile and independent.
The extractor that is easy to carry: Compact Systainer format, 
low weight and frees you from the constraints of electrical 
sockets. This makes it your perfect companion for service 
work and small tasks, as well as occasional spontaneous 
use.

Fits perfectly in the Systainer system.
Can be connected and combined. Also coordinated to your 
Festool cordless tools. The fast Bluetooth® autostart via  
a battery pack or remote control ensures extra convenience.*

For carrying: The cordless extractor in the 
Systainer format.
CTC SYS cordless Systainer extractor

Also available with 
5.0 Ah battery packs!

Perfect energy suppliers:
The Festool energy sets are the ideal 
addition to your cordless extractor. The 
charger and battery packs are conveniently 
stored in a Systainer3 at all times.

 More information about all energy sets  
can be found here.
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High-precision cross cuts.
With battery power for the entire day.
Cordless KAPEX KSC 60
The new KAPEX KSC 60 cordless sliding compound mitre saws produce unbeatable precise cross 
cuts in an enormous range of applications with mitre angles of up to 60° on each side and bevel 
angles of up to 46° or 47° on each side. The twin-column guide with two bearings ensures that 
the saw blade is guided smoothly and with precision whichever setting is chosen: This makes 
every cut perfect, without wobbles or juddering. In conjunction with the dual battery system, the 
brushless EC-TEC motor provides virtually unlimited endurance and is enough for all typical 
applications for an entire day‘s work.

Unbeatably precise cross cuts.
With mitre angles of up to 60° on each side and 
bevel angles of up to 46° or 47° on each side, the 
cordless KAPEX produces high-precision results 
and offers an enormous range of applications. 
Moreover, the twin-column guide with two bearings 
ensures that the saw blade is guided precisely, 
smoothly and safely, without wobbles or juddering.

    For more information and available  
accessories visit: festool.com/@577174
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Typically Festool: Clever as a system.
A perfectly coordinated system allows you to produce excellent 
results more reliably and in a healthier working environment. 
With saw blades for every application – thanks to the speed 
preselection with speed 100% adapted to the material – as 
well as a bevel for directly producing interior and exterior 
angles.

Power: Uncompromising. Endurance: Unlimited.
In conjunction with the dual battery system, the latest  
generation brushless EC-TEC motor provides full power  
and maximum endurance.

JANUARY 2023

Charges two at the same time:
The TCL 6 DUO rapid charger. Now included in the scope of 
supply of the TSC 55 K cordless plunge-cut saw.

Ideal for the TSC 55 K‘s 18 V dual battery system.
On its two spaces, the DUO rapid charger always 
charges two battery packs at the same time.
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Whether personal preferences or application-specific requirements, you will no doubt have certain 
standards for your tool. What if, instead of trying to find endless compromises, a solution existed that 
combined everything into one and made everyday work noticeably easier? Our cordless portfolio takes 
account of precisely these preferences:

Ready. With a portfolio like never before: comprehensive, 
customised, powerful.

18 volt cordless power.
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You can now work dust-free 
with the entire cordless system.

9

Unique: Three-year warranty for battery 
packs and chargers too.*

*This may differ per country. Please contact your local dealer for further information.
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Worlds apart. The benchmark in sawing.
TS 60 K plunge-cut saw
Festool plunge-cut saws have been setting the standard for saws for decades. The TS 60 K is 
redefining this yet again. In the blink of an eye, the unique KickbackStop protects your workpiece 
and minimises the risk of injury. Perfectly coordinated with the entire Festool saw system and 
with a cutting depth of 60 mm, the most versatile saw of its kind guarantees you premium 
work results. Of course, this is also the case for mitre cuts and solid worktops. 
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Protects against dangerous kickbacks.
Our best plunge-cut saw is now even safer: The unique  
KickbackStop protects your workpiece and also minimises 
the risk of injury. The TS 60 K is a high-precision, safe 
plunge-cut saw designed for you and your team – and for  
excellent results.

One saw for every task.
The TS 60 K is our most versatile plunge-cut saw. With its 
60 mm cutting depth and compact design, it offers premium 
results even when working with mitre cuts and solid worktops.  
A further benefit: The entire accessory system can be used, 
and the TS 60 K can even be combined with the cross cutting 
guide rail – a ground-breaking improvement to your daily 
work.

Saws like a hot knife through butter.
Robust and sophisticated down to the very last detail,  
the TS 60 K is sure to impress across the board. The  
latest-generation brushless EC-TEC motor is virtually  
maintenance-free and extremely powerful. The high  
speed ensures ideal machining, an effortless feed rate  
and, as a result, the best cutting quality.

 More information: festool.com/@576721
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Excellent service life.
Its extremely robust, resilient gear box and the highly  
efficient, brushless EC-TEC motor make the RG 130 ECI  
surface-restoration grinder extremely durable – with  
minimal downtime.

Healthy working with a system.
In combination with the CTM 36 AC RENOFIX mobile dust  
extractor and the CT-VA pre-separator, the surface- 
restoration grinder guarantees low dust levels while  
working.

Unlimited power. On all substrates. 
RG 130 ECI surface-restoration grinder
Perfect substrate preparation is the prerequisite for a perfect result. With the RENOFIX RG 130 ECI 
surface-restoration grinder, you have a powerful and absolutely reliable helper for removing old 
coatings and adhesive residue on your side. The brushless EC-TEC motor thus finally allows you to 
work without interruptions with the maximum service life. In combination with the CTM 36 AC 
RENOFIX mobile dust extractor, you ensure healthy working – good for you and your customers.

 More information: festool.com/@577045
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Unlimited power.
The brushless EC-TEC motor of the RG 130 ECI 
performs impressively with outstanding, constant 
power without overheating. Having so much power 
allows you to achieve the perfect substrate in no 
time at all – effortlessly and without interruptions.

Tool underneath and accessories on top.
Cordless drill in the Systainer³ with lid compartment  
and bit/drill bit case

From January 2023 the following cordless products come in 
the Systainer³ with lid compartment including a high-quality 
bit/drill bit case:

 › Set variants of the C 18, T 18 and TDC 18/4 cordless drills, 
and the TPC 18/4 cordless percussion drill

 › T 18/PSC 420 site set
 › Plus version of the BHC 18 cordless hammer drill

The right accessory is always there in the Systainer³ with lid 
compartment. The compartment can be freely divided and 
equipped with the compatible BKS SYS3 cassettes.
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Items included Order no.

CSC SYS 50 All variants: WOOD FINE CUT HW 168 x 1.8 x 20 WD42 circular saw blade, parallel side fence, workpiece holder, preset profile 
setting rail, chip collection sack, splitting wedge for concealed cuts, splitting wedge with protective hood, operation tool

CSC SYS 50 EBI-Basic 576820

CSC SYS 50 EBI-Basic-Set
UG-CSC-SYS underframe 577371

CSC SYS 50 EBI-Plus
SYS 18 V 2 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set 577374

CSC SYS 50 EBI-Set
SYS 18 V 2 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set, UG-CSC-SYS underframe 577379

UG-CSC-SYS

UG-CSC-SYS 577001

CTC MINI I All variants: High-performance main filter, SC FIS-CT SELFCLEAN filter bag,  
smooth suction hose diameter 27/32 x 3.5 m AS/CTR, CT-F I extractor remote control

CTLC MINI I-Basic 577065

CTLC MINI I-Plus
SYS 18 V 4 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set 577670

CTC MIDI I All variants: High-performance main filter, SC FIS-CT SELFCLEAN filter bag,  
smooth suction hose diameter 27/32 x 3.5 m AS/CTR, CT-F I extractor remote control

CTLC MIDI I-Basic 577066

CTLC MIDI I-Plus
SYS 18 V 4 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set 577671

CTMC MIDI I-Basic 577067

CTMC MIDI I-Plus
SYS 18 V 4 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set 577672

CTC SYS All variants: main filter, fitted filter bag, smooth suction hose dia. 27 x 3 m AS/CT with rotating angle adapter on the extractor 
side, upholstery nozzle D 36 PD, crevice nozzle D 36 FD-150, SYS-CT carrying belt, CT-F I extractor remote control

CTLC SYS I-Basic 576936

CTLC SYS HPC 4,0 I-Plus
energy set, SYS 18 V 4 x 4.0/TCL 6 DUO 576944

CTMC SYS I-Basic 576933

CTMC SYS HPC 4,0 I-Plus
energy set, SYS 18 V 4 x 4.0/TCL 6 DUO 576942

KSC 60 All variants: circular saw blade WOOD UNIVERSAL HW 216 x 2, 3 x 30 W36, fastening clamp FSZ 120,  
LED spotlight, Bevel, elevation, chip collection bag, hex key, WAF 6

KSC 60 EB-Basic 576847

KSC 60 EB 5,0 I-Plus
SYS 18 V 2 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set 577665

KSC 60 EB 5,0 I-UG-Set
SYS 18 V 2 x 5.0/TCL 6 DUO energy set, underframe, KA-UG-KS 60 R/L trimming stop 577666

In this table, you can find all current new products from this brochure with the precise product 
designation, the currently applicable non-binding price recommendation (RRP) and the order number.

An overview of new products
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Items included Order no.

TCL 6 DUO

TCL 6 DUO 577017

TSC 55 K All variants: 2 x BP 18 Li 5.0 ASI battery pack, TCL 6 DUO rapid charger, circular saw blade WOOD FINE CUT  
HW 160 x 1, 8 x 20 WD42, splinterguard, Flag window; vision panel, chip collection bag, hex key, WAF 5, Systainer SYS3 M 437

TSC 55 5,0 KEBI-Plus/XL 577342

TSC 55 5,0 KEBI-Plus/XL-FS
guide rail FS 1400/2 577391

TS 60 K All variants: WOOD FINE CUT HW 168 x 1.8 x 20 WD42 circular saw blade, Flag window;  
vision panel, splinterguard, hex key, WAF 5, Systainer SYS3 M 337

TS 60 KEBQ-Plus 576721

TS 60 KEBQ-Plus-FS
guide rail FS 1400/2 577417

RG 130 ECI All variants: front handle, flange set, KF-AG face wrench, hook-and-loop fastener KV-215 (pack of 5), Systainer SYS3 L 237

RG 130 ECI-Plus 577045

RG 130 ECI-Set DIA HD
Diamond disc DIA HARD-D130 577059

RG 130 ECI-Set DIA AB
Diamond disc DIA ABRASIVE-D130 577060

RG 130 ECI-Set DIA TH
Diamond disc DIA THERMO-D130 577061

RG 130 ECI-Set DIA PA
DIA PAINT-D130 Premium diamond disc 577062

SYS-DF All variants: incl. cover for label field

SYS3 DF M 137 577346

SYS3 DF M 187 577347

SYS3 DF M 237 577348
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Subject to changes and errors. All images are non-binding. 
Recommended retail price of manufacturer. Prices valid from 
01.04.2022. Prices of retailers may vary.

The relevant valid statutory value added tax applies. Festool‘s 
General Terms and Conditions apply. Vibration levels and 
emission values can be found in the operating instructions at 
festool.com/vibration

The Bluetooth® word mark and the logos are registered 
trademarks of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.; they are used by  
TTS Tooltechnic Systems AG & Co. KG, and therefore by  
Festool, under licence.


